CHINA KNOW-HOW SUMMER SCHOOL 2015
ONE MONTH CLOSE CHINA EXPERIENCE
August 14 – September 13, 2015
Xi’an, Beijing, Shanghai

In the year of the Sheep, the China Know-How Summer School is being held for the 17th time in co-operation with the Eurasia-Pacific Uninet. Up to 50 participants can spend a month in China under the guidance of the China Center of the University of Salzburg. The cost of the Summer School amounts to 2.900, - € (travel insurance, visa and flight not included).

The Summer School taking place at the Northwest University in Xi’an, the Peking University and at the Fudan University in Shanghai offers European students and scholars of all disciplines, but also employees of internationally active companies an economic and social introduction to China today. Students and researchers from other European universities are also always welcome!

The summer school provides insights into topics of economics, politics, law, culture, and intercultural communication. Also parts of this diverse program are visits to international joint venture companies as well as excursions and sightseeing sessions. Knowledge of Chinese language is not required, since the lectures are held in the English.

For further information, please visit www.uni-salzburg.at/chz and/or www.eurasiapacific.net.
You can also contact us by phone under +43-662-8044-3900 or via E-Mail dragana.imbric@sbg.ac.at (cc: judith.suchanek@sbg.ac.at).
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